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Lector
Scott Vaughn  Mary Casper  Kendra Piasecki

Extraordinary Ministers of Holy Communion
Leigh Ann Kelly  Teresa Bennett  Kristen Earp
Kristen Earp  Mary Casper  Leigh Ann Kelly
John Mason  Ryan Kelly  Jeff Mason
Jacob  Ashley  Bella
Ashley  Bella  Camren
Bella  Camren  Davis
Camren  Davis  Jacob

Altar Servers
John Mason  Bruce Johnsen  Steve Deterding
Art Casper  Jorge Jaramillo  Art Casper

~PASTORAL ADVISORY COUNCIL 2018~

President  John Gats  jvgats@nps.edu
Altar Servers  Sarah Farley  sifarley82@gmail.com
Religious Ed. Lectors  Scott Vaughn  philmont237@yahoo.com
EMHC  Kristen Earp  kristenmearp@yahoo.com
Music Ministry  Tim Bennett  timpirate@hotmail.com
Ushers  Ryan Kelly  sigokelly@gmail.com
Social Activities  Rikki Nguyen  ranguyen@nps.edu
Outreach  Bruce Johnsen  bruce@brucejohnsen.com
Weekday Mass  John Gats  jvgats@nps.edu
Knights of Columbus  John Jordan  jjordan@csumb.edu

ATTENDANCE & FINANCIALS

Sunday, October 7, 2018: 101
Weekday: 69
Offering: $536.00

Naval Support Activity Monterey
Office of the Chaplain
300 Tisdale Road
Monterey, CA 93943
Telephone: 831.656.2241
Fax: 831.656.1023

http://www.nps.edu/Adminsrv/ReligiousPrograms/index.html

WELCOME TO THE NSA MONTEREY CHAPEL
ST. THOMAS AQUINAS ROMAN CATHOLIC COMMUNITY

21 OCTOBER 2018
29TH SUNDAY IN ORDINARY TIME

~ Command Chaplain ~
CDR Mark A. Giralmo
magiralm@nps.edu
831.656.3996

~ Catholic Priest ~
Fr. Dominic-Joseph R. Castro
drcastro@nps.edu
831.656.6264

~ Religious Program Specialist ~
RP1 John R. Koback
RP1 Isaiah J. Linares
jrkoback1@nps.edu
831.656.2241

~ Civilian Chapel Staff ~
Organist/Pianist – Mr. Tim Bennett
timpirate@hotmail.com

SUNDAY MASS: 0900

WEEKDAY MASS (MON – THURS): 1205

HOLY DAYS OF OBLIGATION: 1205 & 1715

SACRAMENT OF PENANCE
CONFESSION/RECONCILIATION

Available by Appointment & the
First and Third Sunday of each month 0830-0900
JUST FOR MASS:
FALL, AND THE LEAVES ARE TURNING COLOR. A CHANGE OF SEASON. YOU COULD HELP A NON-PRACTICING CATHOLIC TO BEGIN A NEW SEASON WITH THE CHURCH. JUST INVITE THEM TO ATTEND MASS WITH YOU ONE TIME, WITH NO OBLIGATION BEYOND THAT. THEN LET GOD DO THE HEAVY LIFTING…

DAILY MASS: AN IDEA WHOSE TIME HAS COME?
MANY OF US MAY HAVE THOUGHT ABOUT ATTENDING DAILY MASS, BUT THERE NEVER SEEMS TO BE ENOUGH TIME. STUDIES, FAMILY LIFE, SPORTS, YOU NAME IT. TOO MANY THINGS TO DO! BUT THERE IS GOOD NEWS. IF WE ATTEND DAILY MASS, SOMEHOW GOD CAN MAKE US MORE EFFECTIVE IN OUR RELATIONSHIPS, WORK AND PLAY. SO GIVE DAILY MASS A TRY – A ONE WEEK TRIAL SHOULD LET YOU KNOW IF IT IS SOMETHING GOOD FOR YOU AND YOUR LIFE. IT’S WORTH THE GAMBLE!

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED: ST. THOMAS AQUINAS CHAPEL MINISTRIES
PLEASE CONSIDER HELPING THE ST. THOMAS AQUINAS COMMUNITY THROUGH SERVICE TO THE PARISH. WE ARE IN NEED OF USHERS, EXTRAORDINARY MINISTERS OF HOLY COMMUNION, LECTORS, ALTER SERVERS, DAILY MASS SERVERS, RELIGIOUS EDUCATION TEACHERS, OR ANYWHERE YOU CAN HELP. WE THANK YOU FOR YOUR PRAYERFUL CONSIDERATION; PLEASE CONTACT JOHN GATS AT JVGATS@NPS.EDU IF YOU CAN HELP.

MONTEREY KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS:
The MONTEREY KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS COUNCIL 1465 MEETS AT 462 WEBSTER STREET ON THE 2ND AND 4TH WEDNESDAY OF EACH MONTH AT 7:00 PM. THE COUNCIL SERVES ALL REQUESTS FROM THE LOCAL CLERGY AND MOST OF OUR MANPOWER IS DRAWN FROM ST. THOMAS AQUINAS CATHOLIC COMMUNITY. THE 2ND WEDNESDAY OF EACH MONTH IS A FAMILY SOCIAL WHERE WE OFFER A TIME AND PLACE FOR LIKE-MINDED CATHOLIC FAMILIES TO FELLOWSHIP AND FREELY SPEAK CATHOLICISM WITHOUT FEAR OF REPRISAL. THE COUNCIL OFFERS SEVERAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR GROUP CHARITABLE WORKS INCLUDING VOCATIONS SPONSORSHIP, SUPPORT TO THE MENTALLY DISABLED AND SEMINARIANS, CATHOLIC FUNERAL AND BAPTISM ASSISTANCE, AND WE PUT AMERICAN FLAGS AT THE GRAVES OF CATHOLIC VETERANS ON MEMORIAL DAY AND INDEPENDENCE DAY EACH YEAR. IF YOU ARE AN ADULT MALE, A PRACTICING CATHOLIC, AND DESIRE TO SUPPORT MONTEREY’S EXCLUSIVELY CATHOLIC NETWORK, COME TO THE NEXT FAMILY SOCIAL. YOU MAY ALSO CALL CPT RYAN KELLY AT 334-328-8419 OR EMAIL SIGOKELLY@GMAIL.COM FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.

WEEKDAY READINGS:
MON 22: EPH 2:1-10; PS 100:18-2, 3, 4AB, 4C-5; MT 5:3;LK 12:13-21
TUE 23: EPH 2:12-22; PS 85:9AB-10, 11-12, 13-14;LK 12:35-38
WED 24: EPH 3:2; ISAIAH 12:2-3, 4BCD, 5-6; MT 24:42A, 44; LK 12:39-48
THU 25: EPH 3:14-21; PS 33:1-2, 4-5, 11-12, 18-19; PHIL 3:8-9; LK 12:49-53
FRI 26: EPH 4:1-6; PS 24:1-2, 3-4AB, 5-6; SEEN 11:25; LK 12:54-59
SAT 27: EPH 4:7-16; PS 122:1-2, 3-4AB, 4CD-5; EZ 33:11; LK 13:1-9

ATTENTION CATHOLIC WOMEN:
ARE YOU FEELING LIKE YOU NEED TO TAKE A BREATH? COME JOIN REFRESH FOR WALKS ON LOCAL SCENIC TRAILS, DINING ENTERTAINMENT, AND CONVERSATION AMONG LIKE-MINDED FRIENDS. WE ARE STRIVING FOR 1-2 EVENTS A MONTHS AND WE WOULD LOVE TO CONNECT WITH YOU!

ST FRANCIS OF ASSISI
IN 1182, PIETRO BERNARDOSE RETURNED FROM A TRIP TO FRANCE TO FIND OUT HIS WIFE HAD GIVEN BIRTH TO A SON. FAR FROM BEING EXCITED OR APOLOGETIC BECAUSE HE’D BEEN GONE, PIETRO WAS FURIOUS BECAUSE SHE’D HAD HIS NEW SON BAPTIZED GIOVANNI AFTER JOHN THE BAPTIST. THE LAST THING PIETRO WANTED IN HIS SON WAS A MAN OF GOD -- HE WANTED A MAN OF BUSINESS, A CLOTH MERCHANT LIKE HE WAS, AND HE ESPECIALLY WANTED A SON WHO WOULD REFLECT HIS INFATUATION WITH FRANCE. SO HE RENAMED HIS SON FRANCESCO -- WHICH IS THE EQUIVALENT OF CALLING HIM FRENCHMAN.

CATHOLIC WOMEN OF THE CHAPEL:
THE CATHOLIC WOMEN OF THE CHAPEL INVITE ALL WOMEN ASSOCIATED WITH THE MILITARY TO COME MEET NEW FRIENDS, PRAY, LEARN ABOUT OUR FAITH AND SUPPORT ONE ANOTHER ON OUR FAITH JOURNEYS. WE MEET ON WEDNESDAYS FROM 9:30-11:30 AM. FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE EMAIL CWOC.MONTEREYCA@GMAIL.COM AND FIND US ON FACEBOOK AT CATHOLIC WOMEN OF THE CHAPEL (CWOC) ~ MONTEREY, CA. OUR UPCOMING EVENTS:
• OCTOBER 7 12:30 PM POM SOLDIER FIELD ROSARY COAST TO COAST
• OCTOBER 12 9:30 - 10:30 AM 40 DAYS FOR LIFE SIDEWALK VIGIL IN FRONT OF PLANNED PARENTHOOD IN SEASIDE
• OCTOBER 17 9:30 - 11:30 AM CWOC WEEKLY MEETING FITCH PARK COMMUNITY CENTER (1225 TUNISIA RD SEASIDE)
• OCTOBER 20 8:30 AM - 4:00 PM CWOC FALL RETREAT AT NSA CHAPEL ON NPS (REGISTER VIA EMAIL ADDRESS ABOVE BY OCTOBER 13TH, BABIES ON LAP WELCOME)
• OCTOBER 24 9:30 - 11:30 AM CWOC WEEKLY MEETING GMC REC CENTER (3301 MONTEREY RD SEASIDE)
• OCTOBER 31 9:30 - 11:30 AM CWOC WEEKLY MEETING GMC REC CENTER (3301 MONTEREY RD SEASIDE)

OCTOBER EVENTS
CORKZ & FORKZ
WHEN: OCT. 10TH (WED)
TIME: 5:30 - 8 PM
COST: $40 (MILITARY RATE)
LOCATION: HOTEL DEL MONTE
RSVP: BY OCTOBER 6TH TO KRISTEN EARP AT KRISTENMEARP@YAHOO.COM
NOTE: SPACE IS LIMITED.

GARLAND HIKE
OCT 27TH - JOIN US FOR A BEAUTIFUL MORNING HIKE. TIME IS TBD BUT PROBABLY ON THE EARLIER SIDE AND THE COST IS NOTHING. WE WILL MEET AT THE VISITOR CENTER.

NOVEMBER CONSIDERATIONS
MORE DETAILS TO FOLLOW...
NOV 14TH - DINING OUT IN MONTEREY
NOV 17TH - JACKS PEAK HIKE

I CAN DO ALL THINGS THROUGH CHRIST WHO STRENGTHENS ME. PHILIPPIANS 4:13